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Visit solmetex.
com/nxt-dryvac
to learn more
and order an
NXT DryVac for
your office.

NXT DryVac Tankless
Dry Vacuum
An easy-to-install and cost-effective vacuum system, the NXT DryVac is a good choice for
the environment, patients, the dental team, and your bottom line

I

t’s not the most thrilling tool in your practice,
but if it isn't working properly, the whole office
goes down with it. We’re talking about the dental
vacuum system—an essential piece of equipment
that helps maintain a clean oral cavity. Whether
you’re building a new practice or replacing outdated
equipment, a dry or wet vacuum system is needed to
effectively remove saliva, debris, and bacteria from
patients’ mouths during procedures.

NXT-Level Vacuum System
A tankless dry vacuum system, the NXT DryVac
offers a compact footprint for easy installation, low
acquisition costs, and virtually no maintenance. The
most cost-effective vacuum system on the market,
it features a tankless central suction system that is
100% water free and provides superior operational

THE DRYVAC DIFFERENCE:
•	
Lightweight tankless design is easily installed
to most pre-existing plumbing, especially for
offices with limited space
•	
100% water free with an integrated air/water
separation system
•	
An eco-friendly option that requires significantly
less water to operate than wet vacuums,
resulting in lower water utility bills

FOR MORE
INFORMATION:
800.216.5505
solmetex.com

•	
Affordable price and minimal operating costs
compared with competing dry vacuum systems
•	
Less exposure to minerals in the water means
fewer maintenance and repairs
• Compact footprint and quiet operation
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performance. Because it requires significantly less
water to operate than wet vacuums, practices can
expect lower water utility bills, as well as less wear
and tear of the equipment from exposure to water
minerals.

Keeping It Clean
Solmetex recommends using PowerScrub Vacuum
Line Cleaner on a daily basis to break down and
eliminate built-up debris in vacuum lines. Using
an 100% biodegradable formulation, PowerScrub
releases specific enzymes to dissolve vacuum line
debris on contact and has a neutral pH between 6
and 8 that meets the EPA’s dental requirements. It also
contains Mereduce, which is scientifically proven to
inhibit the release of harmful mercury.
Not only will PowerScrub keep the NXT DryVac
Tankless Dry Vacuum running smoothly, but its
continuous use extends the warranty of NXT Hg5
Amalgam Separators from 2 to 5 years.
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